Benefits
Single view of your data
Give self-service access to thousands
of trusted analytics- ready datasets.

Datameer X Data Pipelines and
DataOps

No-coding Self-Service
Easy to use spreadsheet-style
tools with 270 built-in functions
empowers any analyst.

Strong yet flexible governance
Integrated security and
governance allows
democratization with control.

Datameer X is a unified data preparation, pipeline and dataops platform that is

Seamless integration

built for a modern agile analytics lifecycle. It combines the power to work with

Integrates with all your data

huge volumes of data and complex data formats with easy point and click tools

sources, infrastructure and

that that can match up to the skillsets of any persona that needs to prepare and

downstream analytics tools.

explore data.

Results You’ll See

Get ahead of all your data demands

3x Faster Analytics Prep Cycles

Datameer lets you transform even the most raw and complex data into

1000s Of Curated Datasets

analytics-ready datasets in minutes—no more wasted daysa of engineering

25x Engineering Efficiency

time. The code-free platform provides easy to use tools to rapidly blend and

150x Faster Data Analysis

curate data. Operationalize workflows and deploy trusted data to hundreds of
analytics projects across your enterprise.

Empower everyone to discover insights
With Datameer, you can provider faster access to and get answers to your
questions in seconds, not days. You can analyze raw data on-the-fly with an
intuitive interface that looks and works like a spreadsheet. Simply load data as-is,
apply any lens to it, and start discovering business-changing insights.
“Datameer’s combination of
power, ease and scale has
allowed us to empower all of our
global business units with selfservice data and insights.”

Director of Multi-trillion Dollar
Global Investment Management
Firm

Agile Data Prep for Data Science
The new Datameer X release offers powerful point-n-click functions to explore
and prepare data in minutes for data science projects. Easy encoding functions
expand individual columns into multiple ones ready to to feed data science
models with a single click and eliminates time-consuming and error-prone
complex formulas. New Excel-like Pivot Tables let you explore and aggregate
data across billions of rows, hundreds of columns and thousands of variables.

Datameer: Designed for the Enterprise

ENTERPRISE-GRADE PLATFORM

Scalable platform that provides deep security and governance of data
assets but also make it continuously flowing to your business teams.

INTEGRATE

TRANSFORM

Easily integrate volumes of data

Transform, blend, and enrich with

using built-in connectors to over 70

no code in a spreadsheet-like

different data sources and formats.

interface with over 270 pre-built
data prep functions.

DISCOVER

OPERATIONALIZE

Analyze raw data on-the- fly in a

Operationalize the workflow and

visual interface. Drill down or scale

deploy data sets to data

across your data to see revenue-

warehouses, BI tools, and data

driving insights.

science tools.

POWER

SCALE

SIMPLE

Datameer’s unique architecture gives

Datameer processes your data

Datameer’s easy spreadsheet-style

you scalable computer power while

natively in your data lake so you don’t

transformations puts your data in the

abstracting away the complexity.

suffer the latency of having to move

hands of analysts without writing any

your data first.

code.

INTEGRATE

TRANSFORM

DISCOVER

Datameer separates storage from

Easily spin up environments for

Democratize data while leveraging

compute for dynamic elasticity to

new workloads and meet every SLA

advanced governance and fine-

scale out jobs on large data sets and

with the power and reliability needed

grained security to keep data secure

reduce compute costs.

for your most intensive jobs.

and private.

About Datameer
Datameer transforms businesses into agile, data-driven organizations by democratizing access
to all enterprise data through secure, governed, business data pipelines with Datameer X, and
virtual access, search, modeling and collaboration with Neebo. Business and data analysts can
immediately prepare and explore even the most complex, dispersed data, and instantly
transform it into business consumable information, both on-premises and in the cloud.

